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We hope you are as excited as we are for our Magento II extension. This extension enables you to 
get your online store translated within a few clicks.  
Magento II extension has now made the translation of your online product catalogue easier, more 
accurate and time saving.  
Just in case you are not sure as to how to proceed here is a step by step guide which will help you 
place your very first order.  
Our extension provides translations in over 200 languages by a pool of certified native translating 

professionals. You don’t need to upload files or update website manually. 

Step 1  

Start your simplified journey towards a multilingual online store by entering your client ID and client 

secret, you get from MarsTranslation. In case you are wondering, you can get these credentials as 

mentioned here How to get your client id and client secret from MarsTranslation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.marstranslation.com/
https://www.marstranslation.com/detail/additional-support/how-to-get-api-credentials


Step 2  

Select the products you wish to translate. You should also be able to see the source and target 

languages in the adjacent columns.  

 

Step 3 

Go to the drop down menu labelled as ‘action’ and select ‘upload to MarsTranslation’. Once this 

option is chosen, all your selected products will be sent to us for translation.  

Once the files have been successfully uploaded the tab under ‘source’ should turn orange. 

 



 

Step 4  

Sit back and relax while we handle all the work. In case you need to know the real time status of 

your project, you can do so by clicking the drop down menu labelled ‘action’ and select ‘check 

translation statuses’. 

 

  

You can hover the mouse over the ‘translations’ section to see the status in writing, however, once 

the translations have been assigned the language will turn orange, once the translation is complete 

the respective tab on the column will turn blue.  

 



Step 5  

After your translations are complete you can go to the same drop down menu to import your 

translations.  

 

Here you can see a demonstration of product translation of the same store in Chinese as well as Spanish.  

 



 


